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Complicated fronto-orbital mucopyocele
presenting with proptosis: a case report
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ABSTRACT
Mucoceles are cystic lesions of the paranasal sinuses which develop as a result of accumulation of mucous secretion due to obstruction of the ostium of the sinuses. Despite their benign behavior, they may enlarge progressively
and project into adjacent structures by destructing the bony walls of the sinuses. Frontal mucoceles may get
infected and extend towards orbital cavity and compress the orbit by eroding the bony walls of the orbital cavity.
Endoscopic and external approaches are performed in the surgical treatment. We report a case of complicated
fronto-orbital mucopyocele which eroded the orbital roof and extended into the orbital cavity and discuss the
surgical treatment strategy under the light of the current literature.
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M

ucoceles are benign, progressive and locally aggressive lesions occurring by accumulation of
secretion within the paranasal sinuses [1]. Paranasal
sinus mucoceles are usually seen in frontal (65%), anterior ethmoid (30%) and maxillary sinuses (3-10%).
Posterior ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses are rarely involved [2, 3]. Mucoceles extend into the surrounding
tissues by eroding the sinus walls and cause pressure
effect after reaching a certain size. The patients usually present with displacement of the eyeball in outer or
lower direction, diplopia, eye pain, headache, Horner
syndrome or panhypopituitarism. Frontal mucoceles
can be complicated by infections and extend into the
orbital cavity by destroying orbital walls [1, 4].

The treatment of mucoceles is surgical. Mucoceles are treated surgically either with external or
endoscopic approaches. Endoscopic approach is
recommended in uncomplicated mucoceles due to a
low risk of recurrence [5]. However, it is suggested
that external approaches will be more convenient in
complicated infectious cases extending into the surrounding tissues due to bony destruction [5, 6].
CASE REPORT
A 63-year-old male patient presented with complaints of gradually increasing misalignment of the
eye, ocular deformity, headache and pain in the left
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Figure 1.

(A) Preoperative proptosis of the left eye. (B) Proptosis of the
patient regressed within hours after surgery.

eye approximately for 5 years. At physical examination, an asymptomatic left eye was detected excepting proptosis (Figure 1). Neurological examination
revealed restricted movements of the left eye in both
downward and outward directions. Confrontation
visual field assessment test of the patient was within normal limits without any visual impairment.
Laboratory values were also within normal limits.
A left fronto-orbital mucopyocele was seen during
magnetic resonance ımaging (MRI) of the patient
(Figure 2a). Computed tomography (CT) revealed

a bony defect in the left orbital roof caused by mucopyocele on the left orbital roof (Figure 2b).
After preoperative assessment of the patient,
surgery was planned. A modified left pterional craniotomy was performed. After removal of the skull
bone flap, it was observed that infected mucocele
extended into the extradural region by eroding posterior wall of the frontal sinus. Dark viscous abscess
material was aspirated. The culture obtained from
the material was negative. After removal of the mu-
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Figure 2. (A) A left fronto-orbital mucopyocele is seen on MRI of the patient. (B) CT image of a bony defect in the left orbital roof caused by
mucopyocele localized on the left orbital roof.
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Figure 3. A

bony defect in the orbital roof due to destruction caused by mucopyocele.

copyocele together with its capsule, a bony defect
was observed in the orbital roof due to destruction
caused by mucopyocele (Figure 3). Dura mater was
observedly to be intact. Following cleaning of surgical site, frontal sinus was cranialized with pericranial flap and the sinus ostium was obliterated. Orbital
defect was not repaired.
Postoperative follow-up of the patient was uneventful and proptosis of the patient regressed
within hours after the surgery (Figure 1b). Postoperative MRI revealed that mucopyocele had been
excised (Figure 4).
DISCUSSION
Mucoceles are slow-growing cystic lesions developing secondary to obstruction of the sinus ostium [5].

The etiological factors such as mucosal inflammation of the sinus, nasal polyp, anatomical variations
of the nasal cavity, tumors or traumas cause mucocele formation by triggering chronic inflammation
of the sinus mucosa [4, 5, 6]. Mucoceles occurring
due to cystic dilation of the sinus mucosa and retention of secretion are located in the frontal, maxillary,
ethmoid and rarely in the sphenoid sinuses with decreasing rates of prevalence [1].
As slow-growing lesions, mucoceles can remain
asymptomatic for a long period of time [4, 7, 8].
Mucoceles usually manifest clinical symptoms by
eroding the bones of the sinus walls and causing
pressure effect on the adjacent anatomical structures
after reaching a certain size [7]. Due to anatomical
proximity, orbital symptoms are frequently encountered. Mucoceles account for 4-8.5% of the expanding orbital masses [7]. Mucoceles with orbital involvement generally present with a non-infiltrating
mass effect resulting in globe displacement, diplopia, proptosis, lid swelling, palpable mass, ptosis
and reduced vision [5, 7]. Frontoethmoidal mucoceles often present with swelling in the superonasal
and medial canthal regions, ptosis and inferolateral
globe displacement. When a mucocele is infected,
it is called a mucopyocele [5]. In this case presentation, infected mucocele originating from the frontal
sinus extending into the orbital cavity by destroying
frontal sinus and orbital roof with resultant symptoms of proptosis and eye pain was presented.
MRI is the gold standard diagnostic tool successful in demonstrating soft tissue lesions. CT is used
due to its superiority in the visualization of bones,

Figure 4. Postoperative MRI revealed that mucopyocele had been excised.
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providing information about coronal, sagittal, axial
planes and enabling three dimensional studies [8,
9]. In our case, mucopyocele was diagnosed using
MRI. A CT scan was performed to demonstrate
the relationship between mucopyocele and the adjacent bones and bony destruction which canalized
our plan of surgical procedure.
The treatment of mucocele is surgical [5]. Although various surgical methods have been defined
and performed, there is no consensus about surgical
treatment modalities [7, 10]. Traditionally, treatment for paranasal sinus mucocele involved complete
resection of the mucosal lining, and obliteration of
the sinus. Obliteration of the involved sinus is not
recommended if there is erosion of the sinus bony
wall with extension of the mucocele either intracranially or into the orbit. Mucoceles are treated surgically either with external approach or endoscopic
approach [9, 10]. During long-term follow-up of patients who underwent endoscopic marsupialization,
recurrences have been rarely (if any) encountered
[7, 10]. Obeso et al. performed endoscopic marsupialization in 48 of 72 cases of mucocele and external approach in the remaining cases and reported
lower recurrence rates for the endoscopic approach
[9]. However, external approach is recommended
in the complicated, and infected mucoceles which
destructed the bones severely [5, 10]. Khong et al.
treated 15 of 24 cases of mucocele via an endoscopic
approach and reported a recurrence rate of 27 percent [10]. Since in our case mucocele was infected
and extended into the orbital cavity with destruction
of the orbital roof, external approach was preferred.
Since normal histological structure is preserved in
most of the cases, excision of the mucocele wall is controversial. It is suggested that the mucocele wall is an
ideal lining for the developing cavity, and its removal
is not appropriate [9]. However, this suggestion is not
valid for the cases of mucopyocele complicated with
infection and extending into the surrounding tissues
secondary to bony destruction. In these cases, since it
reduces the risk of recurrence, removal of mucocele
or mucopyocele with its capsule and cranialization of
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the sinus are recommended [1, 5]. In our case, the
mucopyocele was removed with its capsule and frontal sinus cranialization was performed.
In conclusion, removal of mucopyocele with its
capsule and cranialization of the sinus is an appropriate treatment choice for the cases of mucocele
complicated by infection and extending from frontal sinus into the orbital cavity with resultant widespread bony destruction.
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